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For the first time in our history it is with pride that we present the

Minerali Industriali 2020 Sustainability Report: an additional

opportunity to show year after year, not only the evolution of our growth

path but also and above all the commitments undertaken to contribute with

strength and awareness to the social and economic development of the

community to which we are part, within the limits of what materially is

possible.
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2021 marks the birth of our first Sustainability Report, a document that we decided to

draw up on a voluntary basis, the result of a process of reflection and awareness of

our role as a business within society.

Our Report talks about us, Minerali Industriali S.r.l., our values and our model of

responsibility, the activities and results achieved, and it is offered to all our stakeholders

as an instrument of further communication and transparency.

The issues and aspects of sustainability are part of our corporate DNA, which today is

enriched with a commitment that represents the first step of a broader path, which

starting from next year will include all the companies that are part of our Group.

We decided to measure our performance using the GRI international reporting standards

which constitute a universally accepted reporting model, capable of promoting

comparability and reliability of information.

Our first edition of the Sustainability Report comes to the end of an extremely difficult

period. The Covid-19 pandemic has suddenly placed us all in an unpredictable context,

with vanished certainties and predictions about the future difficult to predict.

The data and information contained in this document refer to the year 2020.

The first Sustainability Report of Minerali Industriali S.r.l. can be consulted at: www.mineraliindustriali.it

Our Sustainability Report was prepared in compliance with the “Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability 
Reporting Standards”, with the methodological support of Deloitte.

Letter

to 
stakeholders
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We have constantly looked forward,

safeguarding the continuity of our

business and giving a natural sincere

priority to people, who are the strength

and driving force of Minerali Industriali.

Their involvement in this process was

fundamental and allowed us to breathe

more deeply into the corporate climate of

trust and responsibility that we have built

together over the years.

We have achieved significant objectives

thanks to the characteristics of reliability

and loyalty that find their place in the

company principles and that are combined

with the soul of the people who represent

our company every day in the world,

without ever losing sight of the creation of

shared value and the importance of

operating in a respectful and

sustainable way.

We have always made ourselves available,

with a deep responsibility towards our

customers and all interlocutors, paying the

utmost attention to offering a quality

product that aims to meet different needs,

making available our know-how gained over

the years.

Aware of the impact that our activities have

on the territory, we are committed to

responsibly managing the resources at

our disposal and we contribute, through

careful environmental restoration, to the

creation of spaces and moments that can

have a value for local communities.
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Our turnover (+19% vs. 2019)

Customers who have chosen our products

Energy intensity index on turnover

The waste we sent to recovery

Our employees at 31.12.2020

The share of Italian suppliers on the total
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Our effort
for 

sustainability

We have decided to commit ourselves by

integrating 9 of the 17 SDGs into our

sustainability strategy. The objectives,

together with the 169 specific targets,

constitute the fundamental elements of the

Agenda 2030 of the United Nations for

Sustainable Development.

Minerali Industriali's mission is
to be a reference company for the
businesses in which it operates, in
full respect of people, safety, the
environment and the highest quality
standards.

The company has always acted with a view

to safeguarding and enhancing the areas

affected by its production activity, focusing

on the effective possibility of convergence

between the interests of a modern mining

productivity, the environmental protection

and the local community.

For this reason, on various fronts, are

constantly implemented actions aimed at

developing a sustainable business, which is

able to reconcile the achievement of

satisfactory economic performance with the

creation of social and environmental value.

Achieve gender equality and 

empower all women and 

girls

Ensure access to 

affordable, reliable, 

sustainable and modern 

energy services for all

Promote inclusive, 

sustained and sustainable 

economic growth, full and 

productive employment 

and decent work for all
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Building resilient 

infrastructures, promoting 

inclusive and sustainable 

industrialization and 

fostering innovation

9 1613121110

Reduce economic inequalities 

inside and outside national 

borders

Making cities and urban 

settlements inclusive, safe, 

resilient and sustainable

Guarantee sustainable 

models of production and 

consumption

Take urgent measures to 

combat climate change and 

its impacts by regulating 

emissions and promoting 

developments in renewable 

energy

Promote peaceful and 

solidarity-based societies for 

sustainable development, 

guarantee access to justice 

for all and build effective, 

responsible and supportive 

institutions at all levels
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we continue to

engage with our

Also in 2020, despite the difficult
context linked to the spread of Covid-19,
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In the belief that from dialogue
and their involvement

can arise new opportunities

for the creation of shared value
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Stakeholders,  
the compass 
to guide our 

actions

We have conducted a timely activity to

identify the main categories of stakeholders

with whom we interface, further expanding

the audience of external actors already

defined within our Code of Ethics.
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The materiality

matrix

As part of the first edition of its

Sustainability Report, in accordance with

the provisions of the GRI Sustainability

Reporting Standards, Minerali Industriali

conducted a materiality analysis with the

aim of identifying the "material"

economic, environmental and social

aspects, therefore more relevant for the

organization and its stakeholders, on the

basis of which to subsequently define its

materiality matrix.
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inspired by the continuous pursuit of

Our journey is in 
, that finds its origins

in Italy, about 50 years ago, but then
it opened up to the whole world lead by

and

the highest quality standards, in the
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A brief 
of our

journey Our first year of 

activity

A single Italian 

company is born, 

thanks to the 

merger of Maffei

and Gruppo

Minerali 

We are a 

reference player 

in Italy

Production plants Administrative

offices

Hectares of 

concessions

mining

The mines, all owned, allow us to offer customers 

an absolute guarantee in terms of consistency of the
technical characteristics of the product as well as
its availability over time.
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Principles 
and Values 
we  follow 
every  day

All actions, operations, transactions, in

general the behaviors held and followed by all

collaborators, regarding the activities carried out

in the exercise of the functions of their

competence and responsibility, must be based on

the utmost correctness, transparency,

objectivity. All company activities must be

carried out with the utmost diligence, honesty,

collaboration, fairness, loyalty, moral integrity

and professional rigor, in compliance with laws,

procedures, company regulations and in

compliance with the Code of Ethics.
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Attention
to people

We pay close attention to health and the

well-being of our employees, who

represent the beating heart of the

company. Our goal is to ensure a healthy

and safe work environment, as well as to

ensure the growth and professional

development of all, to apply fair

treatment based on merit criteria and to

commit ourselves to spreading a culture

of inclusion and non-discrimination.

Responsability
towards

customers and 
communities

We orient the activities to the satisfaction

of needs and expectations of customers,

we promote the value of fair competition

and do not tolerate collusive behavior. We

pay significant attention to conducting

our investments, evaluating the added

value for society and supporting cultural,

social and sporting initiatives.

We conduct business with integrity and in

full compliance with regulations, in line

with the company's values and solid

family roots.

Integrity, legality, 
reliability
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on all Italian companiesCertification for managersMaintenance of EPD 

certificates on products

Obtaining the certification of the Energy 

management on an additional site

on all Italian sites

Increase in the use of self contained

electricity produced from renewable sources

for all group companies, with the goal of global 

CO2 reduction
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and are
the words that best define our 

products and our way of operating 
and that allow us to maintain a solid 

and lasting relationship with our 
customers, collaborators and 

shareholders
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Control and manteinance of

the product quality, which requires

great attention to materials and all

the processing stages, are features

that are now fully consolidated in

the company's DNA.

The Central Laboratory and the

peripheral laboratories perform

approximately 20,000 tests and

analysis on raw materials and

products every year; thanks to

this activity in 2020 only 0.01 % of

sales showed qualitative differences

respect to the sales specifications.
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9 types of products used for

bituminous conglomerates

and concretes obtained the

CE Marking. A product also

got the EPD certification

(Environmental Product

Declaration), issued by an

accredited third party and

one sand has obtained the

product certification that

authorizes its use on a

professional level in

approved synthetic football

fields.

A long tradition: our Quality

Management System has

been certified since 1995.

We have obtained the

adaptation of the Certificate

according to the UNI EN

ISO 9001: 2015

standard.

During 2020 we have

updated our Quality Policy,

which clearly and

programmatically defines

the steps to be followed to

ensure that the productions

of the plants comply with

internal and external

specifications and in line

with the agreements made

with the customer.
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85% estimated percentage of 
customers with who we have

ongoing relationships from almost
3 years. With most of them the 

extends beyond ten
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A significant part of the annual budget is

dedicated to Research and Development

Projects for the study of new technologies,

new formulations of ceramic bodies and

solutions for the requalification of non-

hazardous industrial waste.

Thanks to the technical skills gained over

the years and the continuous collaboration

with institutions such as Engineering

Schools and Universities, Minerali Industriali

is today able to offer great technological

flexibility for the treatment of raw

materials, thus allowing the study and

supply of customized products.

Since 2011 Minerali Industriali has

successfully concluded 3 European projects

co-financed by the LIFE Program of the

European Commission playing the role of

leader: respectively SASIES for the recovery

and enhancement of industrial sludge for

environmental sustainability, UNIZEO for

the study of an innovative slow-release

fertilizer urea-based coated with natural

rock, SANITSER for the introduction of

recycled glass in the production of ceramics

for sanitary use and participates as a

partner in the SUNRISE project co-financed

by the Horizon2020 program of the

European Commission for the research of

innovative tools for the recycling of PVB

from laminated glass.

conservative strategies, we continued to pursue our investment plan on

several fronts.

Innovation,  
a distintive 

detail

Even in 2020, although the economic context could have lead to more
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We have 15 internal research and development projects, 

3 of which have been completed.

We have 6 internal research and development projects, 

3 of which have been completed.

We have completed 17 internal research and 

development projects.
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of value
in 2020

Creation and 
distribution

61.8
million €
Added Economic

value

Distributed 

economic value

95%

Economic value

held

5%

81%to suppliers

12% to employees

1% to banks

1% to the PA

EBITDA
4.9 million €
(+12% vs. 2019)
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It is from nature that our products for domestic

and international markets are born. We believe in a

business that combines healthy mining productivity with

serious environmental protection.

Minerali Industriali has always developed its business by

dedicating particular attention to quality and safety, and combines

these aspects with the protection of ecosystems in order to pursue

an economic well-being that is at the same time a spokesperson

for environmental well-being. It is in the natural space and in the

resources offered by nature that Minerali Industriali finds its

reason for existing, and it is precisely as a duty and sense of

responsibility towards it that the Company has made a concrete

commitment to restore the characteristics and conditions of pre-

existing ecosystems.
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We are committed to restoring the characteristics and conditions of

ecosystems that existed prior to the conduct of extractive activities, aiming

to recreate spaces that can be a meeting point for local communities or for

those species of animals that struggle to find their habitat.

Our site in Bernate Ticino (MI) has been certified according to the standard

since 2017 UNI EN ISO 50001. There is constant monitoring of the energy

consumption of all production units; the Company prepares monthly

production reports indicating the energy consumption of the main carriers

and specific reports related to the consumption of electricity, gas and

diesel, on the basis of which it verifies the achievement of the set

objectives and determines new ones to be achieved in the future. A file on

GHG emissions has also been drawn up since 2019.

We have defined an Energy Policy to ensure rational use of energy and

monitor the relevant factors that determine energy performance. Minerali

Industriali has set up an Energy Team made up of 6 internal figures with

in-depth knowledge on the subject, who periodically meet to discuss,

integrate and improve the aspects already framed by the Energy Policy, in

terms of objectives, performance and awareness of the topic throughout

the personal.

Our
environmental
responsibility,
beyond words
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total energy consumption vs. 2019

natural gas cosumption vs. 2019

the share of the hazardous

waste we produce out of the total

our water withdrawal

in 2020

Environment,
a heritage to 
safeguard

Direct emissions

Scope 1

Direct emissions

Scope 2  

Lct Based

Indirect emissions

Scope 2  

Mkt Based
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In the strategies for environmental restoration, in addition to the consideration of the

morphological characteristics of the areas and the vocation of the site on the basis of the

edaphic conditions encountered, we particularly take into consideration the future potential

for use of the areas by the community, which becomes the main recipient of our great

commitment to develop renewed, usable spaces with a high biodiversity value.

We are committed to extending the principle of prevention to all company levels, towards

employees and subcontractors, and to work constantly to spread a culture based on health

and safety also thanks to collaborations with professionals in occupational medicine,

industrial hygiene, ecology, radiation protection and technical consultants in the H&S field.

Training growth is an aspect of primary importance for us, not only with a view to ensuring

compliance with national legislation and spreading a culture of safety in the workplace, but

also in terms of satisfaction and continuous updating of the skills of our employees.

Training, 
development

and 
relationships
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looked forward, safeguarding the continuity of our

business and giving sincere and natural priority to

people, who are the strength and driving force of

Minerali Industriali.

In such a difficult context, we have constantly
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Our female administrative staff

The number of workplace injuries

in 2020

Permanent employment contracts

The hours of training provided in 2020

Our workforce inclusive of 

collaborators and interns

In drafting these directives, we have applied precautionary

measures that are sometimes more stringent than governmental

ones, with the aim of further protecting the health and safety of all

our staff and our commercial partners. We have put in place a

periodic communication plan to share the behaviors to be followed,

the procedures to be followed and the company initiatives

implemented to combat the spread of the virus.

We have managed the context of a health emergency by putting

our people at the center. On the basis of the provisions issued from

time to time by the national government, we have prepared

specific procedures and guidelines for each individual plant, in

order to give adequate guidance on the directives to be followed to

ensure safe working continuity.

The health policy

stipulated in 2020 in favor of employees who tested

positive for the infection from Covid 19
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